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         Thursday 10th October 2019 

 

Dear Parents/Carers,  

 

Do you remember learning about Tutankhamun when you were at school? As you may well 

know, we have been studying the Ancient Egyptians this half-term and the children have 

thoroughly enjoyed this topic. To conclude our learning, we would love to take the children to a 

museum in London where, for the last time, the actual items found in Tutankhamun’s tomb will be 

on display. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the children to experience a piece of history. 

 

The cost for a ticket (which is heavily subsidised for educational visits) and the coach to London 

would be £20 per child. We realise that this is expensive but we truly believe that this experience 

would be beneficial to your child.  

 

Before we go ahead and book the trip, we would like to gain how much interest there is. If there 

are too many parents/carers not willing to pay the £20, unfortunately the trip will not be able to 

take place.  

 

Please complete the interest slip below and return to your child’s teacher by Thursday 17th 

October.  If you would like to discuss the trip with a member of staff, please do not hesitate to 

contact us. For more information on the exhibition you can also visit https://tutankhamun-

london.com/ 

 

Kind regards,  

Miss King, Miss Knowles and Miss Rendell  

 

Year 6 Team  

Year 6 London Trip- Please return by Thursday 17th October 

 

I am willing to pay the £20 contribution  

 

I am willing to pay the £20 contribution in two £10 instalments    

 

I am not willing to pay the £20 contribution  

 

 

Name: _________________________________                                            Class: ________________ 
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